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2012 album La Futura was unjustly ignored.) Bring dancing shoes. —Jody

Rosen 

The Paramount, Huntington, Long Island, November 16 and 17.

Art
5. See Sam Anderson’s Flowers and Money
Her first show in a tiny new gallery. 

All signs point to the vigorously bubbling Lower East Side gallery scene. Witness

this new space, barely bigger than a shoe box, where Sam Anderson debuts with

a trippy cluster of dowels standing waist-high, many with wee things situated

about—bird bones, little tiny barrels, teensy newspapers, mini-horseshoes—in

an arrangement straight from her burgeoning imagination. —Jerry Saltz

Chapter NY, 127 Henry Street, through December 22.

Books
6. Hear Zadie Smith
At Barnard. 

I didn’t adore Zadie Smith’s latest

novel, NW, but it is a measure of her

gift that this assessment affected my

overall feeling about her work zero

percent. Smith remains one of our

most interesting and ambitious novelists and one of my favorite literary and

cultural critics; you can hear her in both capacities—“Artist and Citizen,” as the

event title has it—at Barnard College, where she’ll read and discuss the

relationship between those two identities. —Kathryn Schulz 

Event Oval at the Diana Center, November 14, 6 p.m.

Theater
7. See Uptown Showdown
The Upper West Side’s argument clinic. 

Past installments of this witty debate series have included “cats vs. dogs” and

“comfortable vs. fashionable”; this one, hosted by Kevin Townley and featuring

a lineup of very funny people, is “single vs. relationship.” Uh, do you bring a

date? 

Symphony Space; November 13, 8 p.m.

TV
8. Watch Almost Human
Not just a copycat. 

The nerd put-down of this show is shaping up to be “I liked it better when it was

called Alien Nation.” But Almost Human has impressive production values and

two strong lead performances, by Karl Urban as the cop-on-the-edge John

Kennex and Michael Ealy as his partner, Dorian, an android officer with

emotions. There are early hints that J. J. Abrams (Lost) and J. H. Wyman

(Fringe) are interested in doing something subtler than a high-tech shoot-’em-

up, though the show satisfies on that front as well. —M.Z.S.

Fox; premieres November 17, 8 p.m.


